ThinkSmart Cam

Companies around the world are facing the evolving challenge of connecting large, dispersed workforces. As some people return to the office and others choose to continue working from home, intelligent collaboration tools and accessories will become critical to their success.

When paired with a compute, such as ThinkSmart Hub or ThinkSmart Edition Tiny, or when used alone as a standard plug-and-play device, the new ThinkSmart Cam transforms meeting rooms into immersive, productive spaces where everyone feels as if they are in the same room. As an enterprise-grade AI smart camera designed with video collaboration in mind, ThinkSmart Cam is certified for compatibility with both Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms platforms.

Its high-resolution and wide field-of-view coupled with smart features, like auto-framing, auto-zoom, and whiteboard awareness, make ThinkSmart Cam the smart choice for easily and efficiently connecting today’s workforces in the office and beyond.
ThinkSmart Cam

OPTIMIZED FOR VIDEO CONFERENCE COLLABORATION

From home offices or huddle rooms to medium and large conference rooms, ThinkSmart Cam captures everyone and everything thanks to its wide field of view. Its high resolution and frame rates—up to 4K at 30fps and 1080p at 60fps—eliminate lag and distortion, while its High Dynamic Range delivers higher contrast, vivid colors, and brighter images even in low-light environments.

BUILT WITH ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

An integrated VPU with AI Conference Meeting Functions* allow ThinkSmart Cam to perform auto-zoom and auto-framing for a more natural video conferencing experience. Active speaker tracking keeps conversations focused, while whiteboard awareness enables interactivity for truly productive, naturally collaborative meetings. People counting generates ongoing room usage data for facilities and IT teams.

DESIGNED FOR SEAMLESS INTEGRATION

From its compact, lightweight design to its certified compatibility with Microsoft Teams Rooms and Zoom Rooms, ThinkSmart Cam fits seamlessly into any modern office environment. It can easily be set up as a standalone device or mounted to a wall or TV. When integrated with ThinkSmart Manager*, ThinkSmart Cam can be centrally managed and customized to meet the needs of the users or room. Users can also download a configuration app* when ThinkSmart Cam is not connected to a ThinkSmart compute with ThinkSmart Manager.
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ThinkSmart Cam

specifications

FIELD OF VIEW
100° Horizontal FoV
68° Vertical FoV
125° Diagonal FoV

ASPECT RATIO
16:9

SUPPORT RESOLUTIONS
USB 3.2 Gen 1 Cable:
4K at 30fps, 1080p at 60/30fps, 720p at 60/30fps, 360p at 60/30fps
USB 2.0 Cable:
1080p at 30fps, 720p at 30fps, 360p at 30fps

IMAGE OUTPUT FORMAT
MPEG, H.264, YUV

MOUNTING
Standalone (tabletop)
Wall and TV mounting options

CERTIFICATIONS
Microsoft Teams Rooms
Zoom Rooms

COMPATIBLE WITH

ThinkSmart Manager

*All features are controlled via ThinkSmart Manager, which is available with the purchase of a ThinkSmart compute, such as ThinkSmart Hub or ThinkSmart Edition Tiny. When used as a standalone device, a configuration app is available via download in ThinkSmart Manager. A ThinkSmart compute is not required to set up a ThinkSmart Manager account. Whiteboard awareness will be available at ship support. People counting will be available in Spring 2021 (v2.0) with ThinkSmart Manager.